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Krotos Studio Free

Krotos Studio, set to become Canva for sound, was announced and previewed at the

NAMM show in June this year. Krotos Studio aims to be the next generation platform

that simplifies and unifies the complex processes of working with sound into one

single software.

A preview version of the software was released to a priority list earlier this month.
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The feedback has been very positive. Austin Coffee from Strawberry Hill Studio said:

“I've been experimenting with the preview version of Krotos Studio, and so far I

LOVE it! I will definitely be using this tool whenever my projects require sound

design. I can't wait to see what's in store next for this tool.” Rick Foley, another

user, said: “I absolutely love it!! The “perform” and "drag and drop" feature is

seamless and so greatly simple. I've already begun new projects using the sounds

from Krotos Studio.”

A free version of Krotos Studio was promised and is now ready for launch in

November. This version will allow users to create sounds for ambiences, Foley,

footsteps and whooshes in seconds. All of the sounds created using Krotos Studio

are 100% royalty-free. Users are encouraged to freely use them in any of their

projects without worrying about copyright claim issues. Krotos’ CEO Orfeas Boteas

said: “We wanted to put an end to the pain of spending hours searching for the

right sound and worrying about copyright issues. Krotos Studio unlocks your

creativity. Just pick a preset and start performing unique and outstanding sounds

instantly.”

Krotos are exhibiting and demoing the free version of Krotos Studio at the AES New

York Show 2022. Visit them at Booth #144 and test drive the software. They’ll also

be demonstrating their current product lines that are widely used by audio

professionals.

Krotos are giving away two copies of their HUGE Krotos Everything Bundle 3 worth

over $3,500 each at their booth #144 at the AES New York Show 2022. Show

visitors are encouraged to sign up early (here) for a chance to win. You can also

sign up at their booth on both show days. One winner, per show day, will be drawn

randomly and announced at the Krotos booth #144 at 4pm. Winners must be

present at the booth at the time of drawing to win. The entry to this giveaway is

valid for both days. So if you don't win on day one visit again on day two.

Krotos are continuing to update and enhance their current product lines that cater

to the pro audio community. A pro version of Krotos Studio is in its early stages and

will take shape throughout 2023. Transition paths will be made available for existing

users as the pro version approaches closer to announcement.

www.krotosaudio.com
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